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THE PRISON SYSTEM IN ATLANTIC CANADA BEFORE

1880

Introduction

This institution is situated about a mile and a-half
from the station on the Intercolonial Railway and a
short mile from the snug and stirring little Village
of Dorchester, in the County of Westmoreland. It is
distant from Moncton twenty-eight and from Amherst
twenty-one miles.
The buildings stand upon a plateau, which is considerably elevated. From the trains, passing along
the Intercolonial Railway, they can be seen to advantage, and present a very imposing appearance.
---J. G. Moylan
Inspector of Penitentiaries l
The newly-built Dorchester Penitentiary in 1881 was located

in New Brunswick near the Nova Scotian border on the Tantramar
Marshes where the Acadians had once lived.

"Dorchester" belonged

to a new breed of federal penal institutions.

It was not, how-

ever, the first penitentiary in the Maritimes.

Its opening in-

deed resulted in the relegation in status of the penitentiaries
at Halifax and

St. John [Sic] (hereafter cited as Saint John)

to provincial prisons. As will later be discussed, this move
by the federal government was accomplished only with some opposition.

The federal government had control over the administration
2
of the criminal justice system under the British North America Act.
In 1868, a year after Confederation, Ottawa passed An Act respecting
Penitentiaries, and the Directors thereof, and for other purposes.

This legislation effectively resulted in the repeal of all former
legislation on penitentiaries in existence on provincial statute

books. The Directors of Penitentiaries, appointed by Order in Council,

2
were put in charge of federal prisons.

By 1881 their responsibilities

included the Kingston Penitentiary, the Rockwood Asylum, St. Vin-

cent de Paul Penitentiary, Saint John Penitentiary, Halifax Penitentiary, Manitoba Penitentiary, British Columbia Penitentiary,
and of course, Dorchester. 3

The nature and background, both of the immediate steps leading
up to the opening of Dorchester and the prison system in the Atlantic
region of Canada before Confederationi are enshrouded in some mystery° 4

This study is a preliminary attempt to unveil some of this mystery.
It provides some groundwork for a more long-term and comprehensive
study of crime and punishment in this region. Relying largely on
published government documents such as legislative journals, and
to a much lesser extent upon manuscript sources and newspapers,
it looks at early types of punishment in the Atlantic colonies and

the transition from a system of public punishment and congregate
confinement in jails to the penitentiary system, which sought to
segregate and classify prisoners and was based on enforced work,
silence, and moral instruction. This clamour for penitentiary discipline arose in the 1.830's in New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, and
Newfoundland, and to a lesser degree in Prince Edward Island.

Only

the Saint John and Halifax jails were converted into penitentiaries.
What was the purpose of the model penitentiary? Why was it
built?

The second part of this study deals with the rationale

of these early Atlantic penitentiaries as defined by politicians,
legislators, and prison officials. Designed to rationalize the
punishment intended for more serious offenders and thereby reform

3
them, the pehitentiary system, hypothetically workable in theory,
was nevertheless flawed in practice.

The problems encountered

within these early institutions resemble those still faced in
the modern counterpart and therefore merit

close attention.

The third part discusses the ebb and flow of penitentiary
operations in Saint John and Halifax. A fourth part looks at
at the prison population itself.

Who were the inmates? Why

were they incarcerated? How long were their sentences? This
information, one thinks, helps to shed more light on the perceived
nature and function of the penal institution in the mid-nineteenth
century as well as explaining some of the motivation behind
Dorchester. A fifth section concerns the opening of Dorchester.
In this regard,

comments on the opening reflect some of the

attitudes of federal and provincial politicians who used the
institution as a forum within which to engage in a jurisdictional
battle. A final section deals with the initial structure and operation of Dorchester, comparing these with the earlier provincial penitentiaries and their operations.
A few words need be said on the study of the prison.

Much

literature now exists on the origins of the penitentiary in the
nineteenth century, most of it written by social historians in
recent years,focussed on Europe and the United States. 5 The debate
as to its appearance and function has become increasingly complex. While cognizant of the issues raised by Rothman, Foucault,
Ignatieff, Conley, and others, this paper is restricted in scope.
Applying their arguments in any great depth necessitates not only

4

much more knowledge about Atlantic prisons, but more about the

provinces themselves.

•

This task is not possible at the moment

given the state of the literature.
Yet, the insights of the above authors need not be wholly
ignored. Some of the possibilities to be kept in mind for why

the penitentiary model might have been adopted in eastern British
North America include those below. One is reminded that one
factor alone, or perhaps any combination of these factors, may
underlie the transformation of the colonial penal system in this

moment in history. Their potential applicability will be raised
again in the concluding section.

Social control, for example, has been cited as a major reason
for why the penitentiary was

needed.6

A perceived increase in

crime and social disorder, lessening respect for formal law and
order, fear of political and social revolution, a reduction in

the number of capital offences, may have resulted in a demand for
a more efficient instrument of control in early nineteenth century
Europe, and to a lesser degree in North America.

This may have

been initiated by the propertied classes who had the most to lose
from social upheaval. Were such experiences or concerns shared

in any way by Atlantic Canada in the mid-nineteenth century?
Further, it has been suggested that the nineteenth century
penitentiary reflected new forms of state authority and technocratic power; coinciding with the economic and political demands

of

what'has

come to be typical of the modern, centralized, and

industrialized society, a form of social control far more subtle

5
and pervasive than mere political contro1. 7
Other reasons offered for the rise of the penitentiary are
8
urbanization and industrialization. The growth of cities in
Europe and North America, due in part to people seeking jobs
or relief in economic hard times, may well have led to that
apparent increase in crime, or perhaps in its greater visibility.
In turn, these developments may have made the older jails less
secure and useful, a condition which the penitentiary was designed
to combat. In a slightly different vein, the growth of the industrial sector and the breakdown of the traditional pre-industrial
economy and community may have led to the recognition that it
was important to change criminals into productive factory workers
9
for their individual and the social good.
Additionally, the penitentiary may have been a partial product of early scientific reasoning, providing a setting for experts to study the nature of criminality and thereby conceivably
10
provide a solution to the problem of crime. Or, in an age when
the traditional churches began losing support, the penitentiary
model with its emphasis on religious instruction and moral architecture, may have been considered a useful vehicle for inculcating
11
desired social values into the wayward. For others, the peni-

tentiary was regarded simply as a more humane and just form of
12
punishment.
Perhaps, the motivating forces behind the opening of peniten13
tiaries were more mundane, like economy and politics. The peni-

6
was a cheaper mode of punishment

local jails.

in the long run than were the

On the other hand, given the capital and operating

costs involved, political patronage, convict labour, and the
creation of employment may have influenced how politicians acted. 14 '

One can presuppose

that each of the above probably

contributed in some degree to the rise and perpetuation of the
penitentiary system. These relevant factors should be considered

in any definitive study of the origins of the institution in Atlantic Canada.

While references to some of these will be made

in the course of the discussion, this paper remains limited in
scope, attempting to show only that British and American ideas on

the penitentiary were evident in Atlantic Canada; several attempts,
though partly

successful, were made to make provincial peni-

tentiaries live up to expectations; and, the British government
was often instrumental in recommending changes in penal practice.

Most importantly, the federal government in taking over the forme r.
of the mother country by creating Dorchester attempted to

role

rationalize penal practices in Atlantic Canada in accordance with
contemporary views on penology.

The jails of estern British North America were very similar
to their counterparts in Upper and Lower Canada before the 1830's.
15
Imprisonment was not the prime mode of punishment. Moreover, jails
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tended to be ramshackle and underfunded. Inmates, whether they
were felons or minor offenders, debtors,or lunatics were confined in congregate fashion.

No clearly defined classification

of prisoners by seriousness of crime or length of sentence, age,
or sex was carried out generally. Many capital crimes existed
on the statute books before the 1830's, but executions were
relatively rare, as apparently were serious crimes. 16 Public punishment like being pilloried and whipped in the public square was
17
common as were fines. This, at least, is the impression officials
gave, which may or may not be confirmed by more intensive research.
Convictions maynot accurately reflect the true extent of crime.
In New Brunswick, The Charter of the City of Saint John,
legislated in 1785, stipulated the parameters for punishment which
remained for another half-century.

The city was given:

full power and authority, to erect and build one or
more bridewell or bridewells, house or houses of correction, and work-house or work-houses, and also one
or more common stocks, together with full power and
authority to the said Mayor, Recorder and Aldermen,
and their successors, and to each of them jointly or
separately, to take up and arrest, or order to be
taken up and arrested, all and any rogues, vagabonds,
stragglers, idle and suspicious and disorderly persons, to work on the streets or highways, or to remain and work such work, and so long (not exceeding
forty days) or else to bridewell or to house of correction, there to receive such punishment, not extending to the loss of life or limb, or to the said
common stocks, as the said Mayor, Recorder and Aldermen,for the time being, or any one of them shall think
fit. (18)
This portentous pronouncement was far from so in practice.
One acquires a more real sense of what early New Brunswick jails

8
must have been like from sources such as the story on one of
the province's more infamous criminals,"The Mysterious Stranger."
This man had been kept in the jail at Kingston (N.B.) in 1814.
It vas:
twenty-two feet by sixteen; stone and lime walls three
feet thick on the sides, the fourth side having been the
partition wall between the prison rooms...The door was
of two inch plank doubled and lined with sheet iron,
with three iron bar hinges...There was one window through
the stone wall, grates within and without, and enclosed
with glass on the outside, so that no communication
could be had with the interior undiscovered... (19)

At this county jail the

keeper "from his infirm state of

health,"never left the house which was attached to the gaol
day or night. The prisoner was given a bunk, straw, and blankets.

If dangerous, as the mysterious stranger was, a leg iron was
fastened to the jail floor. Nevertheless, this man managed to
escape.

In the 1840's all provincial sheriffs were requested to report
to the New Brunswick government on the state of their respective
20
jails. The Lieutenant-Governor then forwarded their findinas to

the Inspector of Prisons in England for evaluation and advice. 21
They revealed the provincial jail system to lack virtually every
element essential to the reformation of

inmates like classification,

labour, religious instruction, proper provisions of food and clothing,

and so on. For example, the City and County Gaol, Saint John,
showed the following:

9
No allowance of Clothing or Bedding—no yard---no
stated attendance of Clergymen---no Bibles nor Prayer
Books---no place set apart for the sick---convicted
Prisoners not prohibited from receiving visits---a
Fee of five shillings for each Debtor---Rooms in basement damp and very injurious to health---The principal
Story—Rooms not properly ventilated considered injurious in summer to health of the Prisoners when confined for any length of time. The dilapidation of the
Building great.(22)
The first Newfoundland jail, a wooden structure from which
the St. John's courthouse also operated from, was built in 1730? 3
Like New Brunswick, the system of punishment practiced did not
initially emphasize imprisonment. Rather, paralleling the
practices of the other British North American colonies, punishment meted out by the courts focussed on public executions for
capital offences, banishment and transportation, the pillory or
stocks, and pecuniary damages like fines and the occasional forfeiture of property.
Before the erection of this jail in Newfoundland, criminal
offenders were sent to England for trial. At this time, the
British government still continued to discourage permanent settlement in the colony and thus had limited civil institutions in place.
Only in 1750 did Newfoundland get the power to try all types of
24
offences with the exception of cases of treason. Generally, the
practice of justice relied heavily on British precedents and custom.
The island's earliest jails borrowed from the mother country too.
They exhibited features common to the other pre-penitentiary jails
in British North America, particularly congregate confinement and
a lack of classification. The first St. John's jail, constructed

10
as it was of wood, was soon falling apart.

Prisoners were forced

to live in squalid and unhealthy surroundings.
Another jail was built in St. John's in 1831. In contrast,
it was built of stone and combined both the functions of a jail
and a HOuse of Correction.

Nevertheless, this institution too

had its problems. 25 It lacked proper ventilation and exercise facilities, featured tiny cells with little prospect for classification, and had no useful instruction or hope for reformation.
Destroyed in the Great Fire of 9 June 1846, prisoners spent the
next thirteen years in a ramshackle stone building where some attempt was made to reform them in accordance with new principles
of penology. Early in 1852, Richard Brace, an officer of the
institution who had been influenced by the Quaker reformer, Elizabeth Fry, returned from England with plans for a prison system
based on the famous Pentonville penitentiary. 26 Although this plan
was never carried out for financial reasons, the new St. John's
jail which opened in 1860 did attempt to implement penitentiary
discipline.on a partial basis. 27
The'rules.and regulations of th&St. John's jail, adopted
by the Newfoundland Board of Works in 1860, were in substance
identical to the penitentiary discipline carried out elsewhere
in Canada by this time. The emphasis was on silence, separation
of prisoners, work, the restriction of visitors and letters, and
the prohibition of alcohol (the actual nature of this disciplinary
model will be discussed later).

In 1865, the Colonial Office

,

11
also sent a circular despatch on prison discipline to the colonies,
including Newfoundland, which specified how to use the "Cat" (cat
of nine tails), or lash. 28
However, neither the rules and regulations nor the proper
use of the cat appear to have been implemented.

The same Richard

Brace, who had earlier advocated the Pentonville system, responded
that he found it difficult to curtail conversation and classify
prisoners because of the structure of the jail.

While he did

have prisoners working and receiving moral and secular instruction,
he strongly objected to resorting to the whipe to enforce discipline
whenever rules *ere disregarded by inmates, stating that "great
difficulty has been experienced in getting any person, for any
'consideration whatever, to undertake this unpleasant duty, amounting
almost to an impossibility. " 29 Brace actually asked to be exempted
from carrying out the provisions of the Whipping Act. What happened
at the St. John's jail in subsequent years is yet to be learned.
Let it be said only that Newfoundland did not come into Confederation for almost another hundred years, the St. John's jail did
not become a penitentiary, and it appears penitentiary discipline
as pursued by the federal government in Canada did not extend
there.
In Nova Scotia, the problem particulary of petty crime, had
30
led to pleas for a proper jail as early as the 1750s. For, the
first settlers to the colony included numerous "vagabonds" and
assorted criminals.

The Justices of the Peace in Halifax, for

example, demanded that a Bridewell be built at this time so that

12
offenders might be punished with hard labour. More common were
the use of stocks and the public whipping of men and women alike.
Sometimes prisoners were branded.as a form of punishment and future
identification alike.
A Bridewell, being part of the County jail in Halifax, opened
31
in 1790. It was a general house of confinement for criminals,
delinquents, debtors, and other social problem types.

However,

as was the practice in the other colonies, no systematic classification of prisoners was attempted. Moreover, jail conditions
were miserable.

The building was often cold, damp, and unhealthy.

Prisoners slept on straw; the quality of clothing,blankets, and
food depended on the prisoner's ability to pay. The poorest
inmates were sustained on a diet of molasses and tea.

The jail

keeper supplemented his meagre income by selling liquor to the
The

prisoners. Visitors were given easy access to prisoners.

treatment of the latter was often arbitrary, sometimes brutal.
In sum, a regulated system of penal discipline, let alone one
based on reform, was unknown.
Overcrowding at the Halifax jail in 1818 forced the Nova
32
Scotian government to build another Bridewell. Its appearance
marks a definite shift in attitude and practice insofar as now
imprisonment became a more dominant form of punishment.

For

instance, solitary confinement was used to control unruly prisoners. Under the new regimen the gaol officers forced inmates
to work on roads, cut stone, and learn skills, habits of industry,
and religion.

Ironically, the new discipline led to public

13
criticism in the 1820's.

Because reformation of inmates was

not readily apparent, the critics of these jail practices
recommended a return to traditional forms of public punishment
because these, they felt, would be a greater deterrent.

A

period of time then ensued when no mode of punishment dominated;
consequently, the Bridewell was also neglected.

In 1836, a

Halifax Grand Jury complained that:
that Establishment should be abolished being a heavy
burthen on the County---with a Building scarcely
habitable from decay and possessing no Regulation,
whereby the labour of Criminals is made available
to their support. (33)
They voted to supply funds to the institution, but only to
provide minimal support. The Bridewell now lacked the funds to
operate more than a week more without receiving additional
funding.
This proved to be the necessary catalyst for an overall
change in discipline at the jail.

Another source of pressure

was the British government which in 1835 had brought to the attention of the colonial legislature an enquiry on prison discipline carried out in Great Britain by a Committee of the House
of Lords.34Lord Glenelg, the Colonial Secretary, was clearly
anxious to standardize prison practices throughout the Empire.
Together, the immediate crisis at the jail coupled with a change
in penal philosophy, spurred the creation of the Halifax Peni35 . .
tentiary.

14

II.
,

Adoption of the Penitentiary Model
The rationalization of the New Brunswick gaol system in the

late 1820S* and early 1830s which took place largely for economic
reasons was soon followed up after 1836 with changes in prison
discipline that laid the groundwork for the future Saint John
Penitentiary. Just as in Nova Scotia, British influences were
strong.

On 27 January 1836, Lieutenant-Governor Sir John Harvey,

following Glenelg's directive, laid Reports of a Select Committee
of the House of Lords, appointed to enquire into the present state
of several Gaols and Houses of Correction in England and Wales
before the New Brunswick House of Assembly. 36 To this was added
recent British legislation on the management and inspection of
prisons. In the following year Harvey received a copy of a letter
from the Committee of the Prison Discipline Society in England
which had been forwarded to the British Cabinet. 37 It discussed
the state of jails and prison discipline in various British colonies. Enclosed w,ith this letter were the rules for jail management
in the Bahamas to which the Prison Discipline Society had given
its sanction and which it promoted as a model for advanced penological reform.
Prodded by the mother country, the New Brunswick government
proceeded to prepare a report on prisons in the colony in 1841.

In

turn, this despatch was eventually forwarded to the Commissioners
of Prison Discipline in England, who then submitted their findings
38
to the new Lieutenant-Governor of New Brunswick, W. M. G. Colebrooke.
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The latter was instrumental in converting the Saint John jail
to a penitentiary.

More will be said on the nature of this

institution in the next section.
Although the City of Saint John had been empowered to create
and operate a House of Correction, the first legislation which
actually led to the construction of a common jail and a House
of Correction passed only in 1836. 39 Combined with legislation
in 1837, the New Brunswick government authorized an expenditure
40
of im10,000 on the project. In 1838, a decision was made to establish a House of Correction distinct from the jail. 41 Plans
were made for a building in the parish of Simonds on the eastern
shore of Courtenay Bay adjoining Saint John. The management and
42
regulation of the House of Correction was determined in 1839.
Actual construction which, incidentally, used convict labour,
commenced in 1840. The House of Correction was placed under provincial rather than municipal jurisdiction in 1841.

Subsequently,

the name of the institution changed to the Provincial Penitentiary.43
Thus, within a decade and virtually simultaneous with the grand
opening of the quintessential British penitentiary of that period,
Pentonville, the colony of New Brunswick decided to adopt a similar
penal system, thereby structurally and ideologically changing the
44
practice of criminal punishment there. A far less grandiose
institution than its counterpart in Kingston, Upper Canada, the
Saint John Penitentiary, nevertheless, exhibited many of the same
features. It certainly shared the new mode of prison discipline
upon which Americans and Englishmen alike had showered accolades.

16

The Halifax Penitentiary was begun in 1842.

The Penitentiary

Commissioners contracted with a local Pmechanic", in other words

a skilled tradesman, to build the outer walls; but, .in an ironic
twist, the contractor could not pay his debts to several creditors •
and he himself was jailed temporarily.

The plans for the institution

were modest. In 1843, thirty cells for male inmates and another
nine cells for females had been built. There were also apartments
for the keepers as well as a prison workshop. 45

The institution embarked on a modified Auburn plan in 1844
after legislation passed which outlined the general features of
*

the system, namely, silence, labour, and instruction:46 Interestingly, a Newfoundland visitor in these years found the regimen
at Halifax too severe:17 Similarly, Lord StanlEy, an advocate of
stern penitentiary discipline, suggested reducing the workday
from twelve hours to ten because he feared there would be insufficient time left "forithe moral and religious instruction, meals,

and exercise of prisoners.'"
The Halifax Penitentiary,as did its Saint John counterpart,
did not depend on "moral architecture" as much as did the Kingston
Penitentiary:49 iuch an architectural structure might have been
desirable, but design merely facilitated thei-workings of the overall
system which was really based on social relationships. Penal
reformers emphasized much more the discipline itself, or what
50
The
Michel Foucault has called the "micro-physics of power."

influence of Bentham's panopticon vas conceptual, not structural.

17
The nature of the penal discipline at the Halifax Penitentiary
tells us much about prevailing attitudes on the right modes of
punishment in North America and Europe.

What was the Auburn

system as adopted in New Brunswick and Nova Scotia? What did
the legislators want? What they wanted of course was reflected
in the legislation governing these penitentiaries. First, there
was an hierarchical, yet self-regulatory, method of control.

Com-

paring the Kingston and Halifax Penitentiaries, one finds great
similarities. Both prisons were supervised by a Board of Commis-

sioners who directed the management of these institutions, determining their laws, rules, and regulations.

This Board was ul-

timately accountable to the Lieutenant-Governor of the province.
Next came the Governor (Halifax) or Warden (Kingston) who was
responsible for carrying out and enforcing the Commissioner's
edicts as well as supervising convicts and staff alike.

He had

to report to the Commissioners on the carrying out of his duties.
Then, in Halifax, came the keeper, the under-keeper and deputykeepers, the messenger, the physician, the matron, and the chapEach was accountable to the Governor. All had distinct

lain.

duties and rights within the penitentiary system which were specithe rules and regulations. Last were the inmates.
they too were protected by the same rules and regulations. 51
fied in

But,

Thus, staff members were subject to the general mode of discipline. For example, they were told to be vigilant, "never give
way to passion, but always remain self possessed and calmly but

18

resolutely and undeviatingly enforce the discipline of the prison."

52

They were also expected to be punctual, sober, to preserve harmony
among themselves, not to talk to anyone except in the performance
of their duties, and so on. The model penitentiary, it was hoped
by its advocates, would run like a well-oiled and self-regulating
machine.

Thus, the expectation was, "the executive management of

a Prison must be precise, rigid,and undeviating, subject to no
confusion or irregularity," in order to preserve the institution's
53
operations.
Observation, inspection, supervision were the foundation stones
'of good order and discipline in the penitentiary system. To this
end the most important element vas the insistence on silence, the
only hope for reformation, supposedly.

Staff were "never" to

allow "the rule of silence to be broken by the convicts.

Vigilance,

therefore, ensured domination. The behaviour of the inmates was
constantly checked and directed. Punishment was meted out to any
54
transgressor of the penitentiary's rules and regulations. This
micro-physics of power essentially determined the entire life of
the convict while in prison.
For convicts at the Halifax Penitentiary, such discipline meant
the following:
in no case shall any hope of pardon or favour be held
out to them, they will not be permitted to engage in
any other kind of work than that assigned torthem, nor
shall they leave their stations to range about the shops
or go into the yard. In passing to and from the cells,
to and from the shops, and to and from their meals, the
the convicts must move in close single file with lock
step, in perfect silence, and facing towards the officer
in immediate charge of them, their working tools and

19

instruments must be left in.the shops,:, and . their
knives in the eating room. Each convict must wash his
hands and face at least daily, his feet once a week,
and he must change his clothes once a week, every
male convict shall have his beard shaved weekly, and
his hair cut monthly; the females shall have their
hair cut as often. The men and women shall always
be kept separate, and no possible opportunity of intercourse be allowed them. They shall have three
meals a day of such plain wholesome food as may be
decreed proper by the Commissioner... (55)
In sharp contrast to the earlier Bridewell, almost every
aspect of the prisoner's life was highly structured and regulated.
Not just hard labour was enforced.

The manner in which this was

done was not identical to Kingston Penitentiary's.

Yet, the

parallel approach is undeniable, reflecting a general and widespread shift in attitude towards punishment symbolized by the
penitentiary itself.

III. The Nature of the Penitentiary System
What was the function of punishment within the penitentiary
design?

According to a New Brunswick Commission in 1858, it was

that "while the Law punishes crime, its merciful design is---while
protecting the great interests of the community---to benefit and
reform the criminal." 56Similar comments were made on the opening
of the Halifax Penitentiary in 1844. The aim of this new type of
prison was "that great reformation among the prisoners, both moral
and religious, as well as the formation of industrious habits, may
57
be expected."
Nearly four decades after the Inspector of Penitentiari es in

20
Canada echoed these views. Apart from the modifications to the
penitentiary system brought about by the Crofton system, which
had introduced a system of rewards for good behaviour leading
to a possible shortening of sentence and probation, the management
of penitentiaries remained remarkably the same.

To illustrate,

Moylan informed Sir Alexander Campbell, Minister of Justice in
Macdonald's Conservative government:
The notable features which we have been slowly but steadily
seeking to introduce into our Penitentiary management are,
in brief, reformation as the supreme end to be kept in
view; hope, as the great regenerative force in prisons;
industrial labor as another of the vital forces to be
employed to the same end; religion and scholastic education and training as a third force belongong to the
same category; abbreviation of sentence, good conduct
marks and certain minor indulgences---within the power
and discretion of the Wardens to grant---as incentives
to be held out for diligence, good conduct and effort
at self-improvement; the enlistment of the will of the
prisoner in the work of his moral regeneration; and the
introduction of a variet of trades and industries as
supplying the means of honest support on his discharge.(58)
The ideas of labour, instruction and moral reformation were
not new, but stemmed from the original acceptance of the penitentiary model in the 1820s and thirties.

The Saint John Peni-

tentiary is a fine example of this insofar as it shows not just
why the principles of the penitentiary system were adopted, but
also the problems encountered in bringing these principles to
fruition.
•

Initially, the Saint John Penitentiary consisted of a building

for male convicts of ninety cells and another for female convicts
of forty cells. There was also a three-story brick workshop, a
59
drying house, and an old wooden house to store prison manufactures.
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A brick building containing apartments for the keeper and staff,
a hospital, store rooms, and an office were added in 1655.60
Officials used'a variation of the Auburn, or congregate
system. Its features consisted of silence, hard labour, moral
instruction, and the isolation of convicts in separate cells
except when at work.

A five to nine man Board of Commissioners

including the mayor of Saint John were appointed by the LieutenantGovernor. They were responsible for inspecting and managing the
institution. Staff were a keeper, surgeon, chaplain, matron, secretary, five under-keepers, a fireman, a teamster, and a gate61
keeper. Apart from the original rules and regulations, fourteen
other rules were approved by the Lieutenant-Governor in 1642.
These were forcibly cleaning prisoners on entry, giving each a
number, prohibiting the destruction of prison property, insisting
on strict silence except when spoken to by staff in regard to
"health, comfort or occupation," disallowing "any indecency either
in word or action," demanding inmates obey orders "at all times
strictly and implicitly," sanctioning solitary confinement with
a diet

of bread and water as punishment, making sure the chaplain

and surgeon attend inmates on a weekly basis, not permitting
liquor, and restricting family visits unless the prisoner was
"dangerously ill."62 The above rules show how significant the
department the penitentiary was when compared to the earlier
jails. Whereas before prisoners had been entitled to drink alcohol

and be visited by friends, the institutional regimen vas now

entirely geared towards what Michael Ignatieff called "a just
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measure of pain." 63
Beginning in the 1840's at the Saint John Penitentiary, both
men and women prisoners were put to work to help defray the costs
of running the institution in part, but also to reform themselves,
make themselves useful, and inculcate habits of industry . 64 Hard
labour as a Éeformative device started as early as 1840 when
jail prisoners ended up in the House of Correction.

There, men

prepared granite and cleared the grounds for the new prison while
women washed bedding, spun wool, knitted,

and wove cloth. 65 In 1843

the Visiting Commissioners suggested the formation of a manufactory
using clay with which to make bricks. Profit was the admitted
motive. The only brick manufactory in Saint John was unable to
keep up with demand for the product. In this way, an industrial
factory system was introduced at the penitentiary . 66 In 1845, manufacturing operations were extended to include brushmaking because
the Commissioners found that New Brunswickers generally discarded
the bristles from pigs. Such an enterprise, the Commissioners
envisaged, might also be profitable. 67
Thereafter, the Saint John Penitentiary might well be regarded
at the forefront of industrialization at mid-century in that colony."
By 1848, a steam engine which powered a carding machine and a
cloth manufactory had been put in place.

Women worked at these

tasks. Men, on the other hand, worked at the prison's bone mill,
the tile machine, or made bricks, brooms, and brushesq 9 In 1850 on
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the average of fifty male prisoners were further engaged in tailoring, shoemaking, carpentry,

and general laboring in addition

to making several hundred thousand bricks per year. The sale
of manufactured goods alone amounted to b1,888, considerably
70
defraying the total penitentiary expenditures of b3,951.
Taking
into account all sources of income, the Saint John Penitentiary
managed to show a slight surplus of b113 in 1851. 71 The value of
manufactured goods consistently exceeded the cost of manufacturing

in these years, though the immediate financial benefit to the
institution tended to be slight.
poses of convict labour.

This was one of the main pur-

According to the Commissioners, another

was that convicts transmit their newly-acquired knowledge of industrial labour to the more remote reaches of New Brunswick. 72
The need to inculcate prisoners with habits of industry,
quite literally speaking, was told the Royal Commission of 1858
by the Keeper.

He said

except' one machinist, a good workman, and one tolerable
carpenter, there are none who have been brought up to
any regular mechanical occupation; a few on admission
could make themselves generally useful at most kinds of
skilled labour, yet by far the larger proportion are unskilled labourers, and idle loafers; nearly all however,
under judicious training, are capable of very great,
and in many cases rapid improvement. (73)
.

The shortage of skilled tradesmen clearly hampered the in-

stitution's productive capacity as did short sentences, according
to reports. 74 The latter, for instance, made retraining of convicts
difficult. Yet, the penitentiary reports during the 1850s- and
sixties further indicate another shortcoming of the system, namely,
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periodic oversupply and under-demand hampered by capital costs. 75
boiler of the steam engine at the Saint John Penitentiary

The

was judged dangerous at one point, necessitating replacement. 76
77
The drying-house burned down once as did the store-room. When
the federal Directors of Penitentiaries first visited the establishment in 1868, they noted that while extensive manufacturing had
been carried on for years there, the account books had not been
78
properly managed. Officials had only recorded the prices paid
for raw materials and the sales of goods produced, but that was
all.

Capital depreciation and the value of convict labour were

entirely ignored, this "being inconsistent with comMercial prin79
ciples, on whibh such operations ought to be carried on." Admittedly,

these penitentiary manufactures had been "productive of the great
benefit of furnishing active employment to the prisoners.""but,
after auditing the books, the Directors failed to establish any
public benefit derived from them. According to Terrence J.

O'Neill,

Chairman and Secretary of Directors in 1870, even the Saint John
warden had become utterly discouraged and had "lost confidence in
the manufactures as a mercantile operation." 51He suggested that
these endeavours be taken over by private enterprise.
The Directors enquiry into the value of convict labour continued throughout later years.

True, between 1671-72 manufacturing

operations did become more profitable in their view. 82However, by
the end of the decade, the long-standing features of manufacturing
at Saint John had virtually disappeared.

Now, convicts merely

used some of the remaining raw materials like wood into furniture

r-
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and lumber for the Dorchester Penitentiary then under construction.
The final phase ended when the steam engine, boiler, and other
machinery of the Saint John Penitentiary were dismantled and
83
shipped to its successor.
This continual effort to keep prisoners at work at the instiwhich possib.ly did contribute to some process of reformation,
was in accordance with the original aims of the penitentiary.
other ways, the Saint John institution

cannot

In

be described as

model during these years.
A major criticism levied by the Directors of Penitentiaries
in 1871 was the lack of classification of prisoners. Petty
and hardened criminals lived together, thereby jeopardizing its
design. The Directors complained that:
the combination of a Penitentiary and of a common jail, in
one establishment, is an exceedingly objectionable one,
as the discipline and treatment, applicable to the class
of prisoners, who are the proper inmates of the one are
not applicable to that who ought to be inmates of the
other. (84)
Such comments turned out to be very influential and contri-r
buted to the promotion of a single, model penitentiary to serve
,
New Brunswick and Nova Scotia as well as be accessible to Prince
Edward Island and Newfoundland who as yet had not joined Confederation.
Another problem at the Saint John Penitentiary waè security.
The warden worried constantly about the state of the fence surrounding the institution. In 1869, for example, he wrote:
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the pickets or palisades composing said fence, or
all that is left of it---posts and stringers that
supported them being rotten and gone---will probably keep in their present condition during winter,
but when spring opens, the first high wind may prostrate any part or the whole concern. Have been
kept up for years by banking and lacing with wires.
Twenty-two years since it was constructed. (85)
The Directors worried that escapes were inevitable because
of the frequent dense fogs in the city and the decrepit state
of the wall. And, they were right. There were, indeed, a number
of escapes during the decade, some of which were successful."
The state of the wall was, however, only indicative of the
general physical state of the penitentiary.

The Directors pointed

out in 1873 that should the institution remain a penitentiary,
a stone wall, new buildings to house the refectory, chapels, an
hospital,

kitchen, bakery, warehouses, and a stable and carriage

shed would have to be built, requiring considerable capital outlay.
They considered the school and library to be inadequate as wel1. 87
Renovations of the Saint John Penitentiary were possible
at the time. However, it had shortcomings as .a site for a future
regional penitentiary apart from its distance from the other Atlantic
provinces.

It was situated near slaughter houses which posed a

continual threat to its water supply.

The Directors explained:

In wet weather, and when the thaw sets in, the exudation
from the filth and garbage allowed to accumulate around
those abattoirs, together with the contribution of the
same kind made by a number of pigs, owned by the butchers,
all flowing into the stream furnishing the reservoir,
pollute the water so as to render it unfit for even scrubbing purposes. (88)
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In sum, the federal government's decision not to expand
the Saint John Penitentiary is understandable in light of the
limited success of its operations, the presence of short-term
prisoners, its dilapidated condition, and its situation.
The history of the Halifax Penitentiary, while different
in terms of specifics, nevertheless was likewise problematic.
When the first group of

prisoners arrived there in 1844, the
9
institution was only partly constructedP In the ensuing years,

the Nova Scotian government used convict labour to complete the
edifice; this took many years. Generally speaking, while its
Auburn-derived regimen was strict, its physical facilities were
lacking and never even reached the level of sophistication of
the Saint John Penitentiary.

The perennial hope in Halifax vas

convict labour would defray expenses.

This continued to

be the principal focus reflected in one penitentiary report
after another. 90
A Select Committee of the Nova Scotian legislature tried
to limit access to the institution by minor offenders in the
beginning, with limited success.

Congregate confinement as it

existed at Saint John never quit e became as evident.

In 1845,

for example, the Committee placed in charge of the institution
commented:
that reformation of offenders being one great end which
the Regulations of the Penitentiary seek to ensure and
promote, that the reception of Vagrants and transient
offenders, committed by the City Courts, cannot be
admitted, as thereby that wholesome design would be
frustrated, offenders hardened in guilt, or confirmed
in immoral practices, might thus retard the reformation of inmates committed for a longer period. (91)

tha
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Thus, they suggested adding a wooden building to the penitentiary which would house vagrant and disorderly persons. It
is not entirely clear whether this measure was carried out.
later reports exclude

Some

mention of vagrants though after Confedera- •

tion short-term prisoners were mentioned when describing the prison
92
population. There vas also a County Jail. It is possible, therefore, that congregate confinement was avoided for the most part
at the Halifax Penitentiary.
Overall, there were few convicts in Nova Scotia, a fact that
the Committee found gratifying.

In a population of about three

hundred thousand, the number of convicts at the penitentiary
ranged between fifteen and twenty at any one time. 93Given the
small number of prisoners, the penitentiary was admittedly an
expensive proposition despite the benefits of convict labour.
Convicts had built tne new cells by 1846.

They had also cleared

and fenced the grounds, built roads, finished the institutions

interior. 94 The government's original intention had been to house
approximately ninety male and nine female convicts. The immediate
expense was thought justified in the long term as crime would
in all likelihood increase with the growth in population. But,
as importantly, it was:
gratifying to the Commissioners to be able to state
that this work and labour has been performed by men who
have received all their instruction in cutting and laying stone since they have been in prison, many of whom
will return to the world useful Mechanics, and (from
their behaviour while in prison) the Commissioners trust
they will become better members of society. (95)
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The reliance on convict labour to cut costs is well evidenced
by the virtual complaint made in 1847 by the Penitentiary Governor,
George Carpenter. 96 Estimates for the penitentiary had assumed
the presence of a blacksmith among the inmates.

This had not

happened. Carpenter, in explaining increased costs, explained,
"for want of such a Tradesman a great deal of Blacksmith work had
.
to be given out. 97
Apart from cutting stone, completing the construction of the
institution, and doing other jobs to reduce operating costs, for
example, farming, the convicts did not learn other trades. In
1853, when the Board of Works took over the role previously taken

by the Committee on the affairs of the penitentiary, the new chairman, Bell, openly stated that "no work to any extent of a manufacturing kind can be engaged in,---indeed it is doubtful whether
any other labour [ than work done to facilitate the penitentiary's
operations] would be so profitable." 98
Nova Scotian convicts were also encouraged to do craft rather
than industrial labour. For example, Bell boasted in 1854 that
several prisoners had managed to acquire mechanical skills, and:
A young boy who is still in prison, has acquired, in
the blacksmith's shop, and exhibited in several articles manufactured by him, considerable skill in
making tools, and is now learning to cut stone, and,
at the expiration of his imprisonment, will probably
commence the world with a knowledge of two trades. (99)
The general attitude by 1861 in regard to convict labour
at the Halifax Penitentiary was that it "should be more nearly
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self-sustaining, more especially when very nearly all seem hearty
and able to labour.." 10(Lnvicts in the 1860A therefore were put
to work in the cooper's shop making barrels, tubs and buckets;
as carpenters; in the shoemaking department making fisherman's
boots and shoes for the Provincial Hospital for the Insane at
Dartmouth and in later years for the military; tailoring; and,
working in the blacksmith's shop were some iron work was done
for the Nova Scotia Railroad and where tools and grates were
101_
repaired. In the 1870s convicts also engaged in broom manufacturing.

In so doing, officials always assumed convicts were

learning useful trades so that upon their release they would
"not be thrown on society without, at least, having learned the
102
Persons
means of supporting themselves by honest industry."
incapable of doing heavy work picked oakum and made the shoes.
The working conditions at the Penitentiary, however, had
li t
. tle to recommend them.

A Committee in 1862 found:

the working apartments are not sufficient for the proper
employment of convicts; and the blacksmith's forge,
being directly under the workshops, subjects the tradesmen above to a dense smoke and dust, continually penetrating from below, which interferes with their work,
and is prejudicial to their health and comfort. (103)
But, then, conditions there were themselves subject to complaint on a regular basis. Cleanliness and order were strictly
.But, for example, in an effort to save money, convict
104
Not surprisingly, two years later
rations were reduced in 1851.

observed.

Dr. Black, the medical attendant, reported "sickness to a con-
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siderable extent among the inmates." This was probably due to
their greater susceptibility to disease because of their diet.
Some changes must have been carried out, however, because in
1861, Black said that he could vouch for the "wholesome nature
of the food, and the cleanly manner in which it was prepared." 106
Nevertheless, later the Committee admitted that the convict's

general health was "not good" because of the"poor

atmosphere",

the cold, and the unchanging diet. They thought that potatoes
might occasionally be fed them instead of only hard biscuit and
07
bread

In other respects, the squalid conditions were in part structural in origin. The front cells at the penitentiary were damp
_
and cold because they were situated away from the stove. 108A decade later the roof began to sag.10 %efractory inmates such as
the insane were confined in narrow cells, "unable to exercise
their limbs and breathing from week to week an extremely vitiated
110
atmosphere." However, no major improvements appear to have been
carried out, only patchwork. Then, in 1880, a fire destroyed
the blacksmith, carpentry and tailor shops in addition to the
111
washhouse. But, by this time the decision to move all Nova Scotian convicts to Dorchester had already been made.
As for changes in prison discipline, the general principles
of the Auburn system intkoduced into the Halifax Penitentiary at
its inception were modified in 1851 when "a mark system for good
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behaviour of the prisoners" was introduced by the Commissioners,
a forerunner of the Crofton system.112_ xewards for prisoners, they
contended, would have a beneficial effect. However, their visions
were hampered when in the following year several inmates preferred .
charges of ill-treatment and cruelty against the superintendent. 113
The Commissioners agreed with their allegations and recommended
that the superintendent be discharged.

For, the superintendent

had not carried out "the good conduct medal system" which they
regarded as essential to improving the conduct of the prisoners. 114
The chains and shaékles worn by convicts were also removed by the
new superintendent, Mr. Fish. In reference to penitentiary
discipline, the Committee stated that the institution must be:
not merely a place of punishment, but, as its name
imports, a penitentiary, whose penitence for past
offences and reformation of character might be promoted;---that fallen and degraded as the greatest
criminals may be, they are still members of the
human family, possessing minds and susceptibilities
akin to our own, and 17,aving therefore a kindred
claim to our sympathy. The rule in this view has
been "as much kindness as is consistent with the
strictest discipline." (115)
'The new superintendent evinced "evenness of temper, and kindness yet firmness of manner"1 16This had earned him the "respect
and gratitude" of the prisoners the Commissioners were happy to
report, .making the penitentiary easier to run and more productive.
This harmonious relationship, however, was not to last.
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The 1860's brought similar problems.

A harsher discipline

was attempted by the superintendent of the Halifax Penitentiary
in 1861-62, which brought outcries from the prisoners.

This

change had been precipitated by several escapes. As the cornplaints from prisoners persisted, the Committee submitted ”rules
of some of the best regulated prisons in England” to the Nova Scotian government, which had been forwarded to them by Lord Carnarvon,
President of the Select Committee of the British House of Commons
117
who had been assigned to look into such matters in England.
Some of the Changes suggested were the introduction of the
separate rather than the congregate system, in other words, eliminating all contact with other prisoners entirely, alternating
military shot drill with hard labour during the first six months
of imprisonment, creating three different levels of prisoners who
would be distinguished from one another by earned privileges,
increasing the severity of punishment, reducing the quality of
food to that below workhouse fare, photographing every convict',
and several other minor changes. 11'he intensity and rigour of this
modified system of discipline is evidenced for example, by the
treatment of third class, or the least reformed,category of prisoner. Everyone.who entered penitentiary began at this level.
These particular prisoners were:
not to be allowed the use of matrasses occasionally,
hard labour, hard beds, and hard fare, being strong
deterring elements, which ought only to be. alleviated
by good conduct.(119)
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As for insisting on hard labour, the Committee's reasoning was:
an aversion to regular labour is one of the chief
sources of crime, and it is therefore of the utmost
importance that the system of punishment to which
convicts are subjected should be one calculated to
teach them habits of steady labor, and to associate
industry in their minds with the advantages to be
obtained by it.(120)
Although these measures were considered "progressive" by
the Committee of the Halifax Penitentiary, they were indeed more
severe. Not surprisingly, the Committee found in 1866 "a great
spirit of insubordination prevailing" because the new superintendent had begun instituting the system of discipline recommended
by Lord Carnarvon. In an effort to counter the hostile reception,
the Committee suggested that the revised rules and regulations
be posed in order "relieve the Superintendent of a great deal of
unnecessary trouble" by making convicts aware of the changes?> 21No
suggestion was made about returning to the former system of discipline at the penitentiary.
This system was enforced rigorously until 1868 when MacGregor,
the penitentiary warden died.

In his place, "a young man named

Stamper" had taken control, resulting in lax discipline, according
to the Directors of Penitentiaries. They immediately replaced
Stamper, and reintroduced "a more thorough discipline0" 122
When ,Robert Dunkin, the new warden, took charge in 1870, he
removed the irons, or shackles, worn by several prisèmers, the
"hard ones." Dunkin resorted, moreover, to milder measures. Harsh
measures, he felt, would only be considered by him when moral sua-
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failed.

As well, he castigated two guards for their"very ob-

jectionable bearing" which was, the warden conjectured, calculated
merely to "exasperate the prisoners, and goad them to acts of insolence and insubordination."

Rather, Dunkin emphasized kindness,

a kindness not meant to be incompatible with discipline, because
convicts had "feelings like other men, to be acted upon for good
and for evil." His system of "kindness and conciliation" was
123
practiced with good effect apparently. In 1872, for example, the
Directors reported, "the general conduct of the prisoners has
been creditable.

No

serious offence was committed, and conse-

quently no severe punishment inflicted in the course of the year."
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This emphathetic attitude vent beyond penitentiary discipline.
The Directors also pleaded with the government to give released
convicts some money and a suit of clothes so they might "with
their little capital and decent appearance be able to obtain
some employment by which to earn an honest livelihood," rather
than be driven to committing new crimes. This, they felt, was
especially necessary in the case of military convicts, for:
on the expiration of their sentence, usually without
friends, they have to face a world utterly new to them,
in a strange country; they are penniless; they have no
other clothing than the scanty uniform left them when
sent to prison. (125)
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Problems erupted again at the Halifax Penitentiary after yet
another change in warden late in 1874.126John Flinn, the latest
senior officer, encountered "a great deal of trouble and annoyance" because of the "very bad, insubordinate and indecent conduct" of several female conducts in 1876.1271Responding through the
Matron, prisoners had their diets reduced, were placed in solitary confinement, and had their hair cut short as punishment.
As well, an assistant matron vas requested in 1877.128rhereby, the
relative harmony (given the nature of the institution) which had
once existed was restored in large degree.
By this time Flinn reported general satisfaction with the conduct of the inmates. During the first six months of 1877, as
indicated by the table of punishments, only forty-two punishments
had been resorted to. In order of severity, these were: admonished,
suspension of privileges, confined to cell, confined to cell with
loss of privileges, dark cell on bread and water, dark cell with
'loss of stripes and remission, and, breaking stone. Only eight
instances of the last three punishments tabulated had been carried
out altogether.129
The Halifax Penitentiary, then, was somewhat different than
the one at Saint John. The system employed was nearly identical.
But, whereas the Saint John institution was almost a factory to
teach convicts work skills, having less regard for the costs of
such an enterprise, the other emphasized craft production and
making the institution as self-sustaining as possible.

Both,
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however, urged the reformation of convicts through labour.
On the other hand, while the Halifax Penitentiary had less
problems with congregate confinement, both institutions were
structurally inadequate. It appears that more concern was paid
to fine-tuning penitentiary discipline in Halifax. More concern
was paid to the convict as a human being with rights there.
however, was only a matter of degree.

This,

For, basically, although

details of management changed and a reward syStem was instituted
in the 1860's, the basic premises of penitentiary discipline at
the Halifax and Saint John penitentiaries continued to be: silence,
labour, and instruction
in more detail later.

modified by the Crofton system discussed
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IV.

Criminals, Crime, and Punishment
What were the inmates like who were incarcerated at the Saint

John and Halifax penitentiaries?

The types of criminals, their

offences, and punishments gives insight into the social response
to crime in general in the Atlantic provinces in the mid-nineteenth
century. Two notes of relevance first, however.

One, far more

concérn was always paid to the costs of maintaining these institutions,judging from these reports, than to the inmates themselves.
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And, the reader is reminded that criminal statistics are very
131_
problematic. Those offered here are intended only to provide
a better glimpse into the prison system.
To begin, a comparison is made between the inmates of the Saint
John Penitentiary in 1857 when the institution was in its heyday
with those in 1880, just before its closing. In 1857, the number
131
Tne daily average between 1846-57
of prisoners committed was 305.
Of the 1857
133_
prisoners, 226 or 74.1% were male, and 79 or 25.9% female. The
ranged between forty-nine and ninety-four inmates.

single largest ethnic group was the Irish, 204 or 66.8%; next,
134
the English, 42 or 13.8%; then, the "coloured", 30 or 9.8%. Most
135
were Roman Catholics, 209 or 68.5%; most could not read and write,
136
and, most were common laborers and vagrants, 213 or
205 or 67.2%;
69.8%, followed by members of the military, 63 or 20.7%, then,
137
The various ages of the male prisoners
sailors, 21 or 6.9%.
tended to be younger than the females. Ten male inmates of
one hundred present on 22 January 1858, or 10% were between
eleven and eighteen years of age; 55% were between eighteen
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and thirty.

In contrast, thirteen of fiftèen women or 87%

were above thirty years of age.(138)
The most serious crimes included murder, manslaUghter, arson,

larceny, counterfeiting, burglary, assault, enticing soldiers to
desert, forgery, and rape. The committal for these offences
ranged from one year to life. Lesser offences were stealing,
assault, drunkenness, vagrancy, and desertion. The average term
139
for all types of offences was sixty-nine days. Only 34 of the
115 inmates there on 22 January 1858, or 29.6%, had been incar-

cerated for more serious crimes warranting a sentence of more
than one year.

Except for two convictions for murder, two for

manslaughter, and one for arson; no one vas serving a sentence
longer than seven years. The large majority were sentenced to
140
less than three years. Possibly sentences longer than seven

years led to banishment, but the reports make no mention of
this.
In 1880,

the Saint John Penitentiary

showed

a near doubling of its daily population. Now, there were 141

prisoners held there on the average. Of these, sixty-five or
46.1% were penitentiary convicts; the rest, common prisoners.

There were also far fewer women inmates, 17.25 or 12.2.% of the
total; the vast majority of these were common prisoners. Alto-

gether the St. John Penitentiary had had 294 prisoners enter its
141
doors of which only twenty-five were new convicts this year.
On further examination, one discovers that the majority of

these prisoners had been born in New Brunswick, namely, 185 or
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62.9%.

The next largest group were the Irish, 64 or 21.8%?-42Most

prisoners were Roman Catholics, 178 or 60.5%. Next, the Episco143
palians at 76 or 25..9%. In 1880, many more could read and write
than in 1858, being 188 or 63.9%. 144
The crimes committed by those prisoners of the Saint John
Penitentiary who were incarcerated on 30 June 1880 ranged widely.
Convicts had been found guilty of such crimes as murder, manslaughter,
arson, assault, entering house and stealing, wounding police officers,
shooting, robbery, larceny, counterfeiting, escape from penitentiary, and others. Common prisoners had been incarcerated
mostly for drunkenness, vagrancy, stealing, receiving stolen goods,
145
and assault. Now, eleven convicts of 115 or 9.6% were serving
longer than seven years; forty-eight or. 41.7% between two and
seven years; the remaining common prisoners less than two years.
No effort was made in this particular report to determine the
average length of time incarcerated. Nevertheless, only twentynine of 105, or 27.6% were held for less than three mcnths. 146
Thus, the Saint John Penitentiary had changed to a considerable
degree between 1857 and 1880 insofar as its prison population was
concerned.

The

The number of inmates had increased substantially.

ethnic origin of prisoners had changed from being predominately
Irish to native New Brunswickers (possibly of Irish background).
Most prisoners were still Roman Catholic. The overall level of
literacy had improved.

Sentences had become markedly longer

though the types of offences remained more-or-less the same.

Lastly,
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military prisoners were no longer part of the scene as Great Britain had by this time removed its regulars from Canada except
at Halifax.
The records of the Halifax prisons

are less complete.

Only occasional reference is made to inmates in the reports
published before Confederation.

An early report is the Return

of the Halifax Gaol in 1762 during the Easter Term. Then, there
were only two murderers and two felons found within it. 14 1n 1790,
forty-two persons were placed in the Bridewell, or House of
Correction from periods of one to fifty-two days.148 In 1825, the
length of sentences had increased to between six months and
149
seven years. A weekly return from the Bridewell on 4 March 1836
showed thirty-three imprisoned of which twelve or 36.3% were
vagrants, thirteen or 39.4% guilty of lesser offences tried in
the Court of the Quarter Sessions, and eight or 24.2% or more
150
serious offences. A penitentiary report nine years later gives
a little more information. In 1845 a total of thirty-one persons
were imprisoned at the institution. Four were women with no
occupation (possibly prostitutes), eight labourers, four farmers,
three carpenters and fishermen respectively, and the rest mostly
151 The most common crime was larartisans of one sort or another.
ceny, twenty-two cases representing 71.0% of the total.

Other crimes

were arson, concealing a birth, assault with intent to commit
152
rape, horsetealing, and forgery. The prisoners came from all over
Nova Scotia from Cape Breton to Digby1 53 Interesting1y, eight or
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25.8% were pardoned before the expiration of their sentences. 154
In 1879-80 the Halifax Penitentiary averaged seventy-seven
prisoners per day. Approximately ten per cent of all prisoners
in the preceding decade had been military offenders often found
guilty of insubordination. 15'he prisoners incarcerated on 30 June
1880 included forty-two of forty-nine, or 85.7% who were "white";
the others were "colored". Most were from Canada. Only one
156
person was Irish. Fifteen or 30.6% were Roman Catholic; thirteen,
or 26.5%

Church of England; nine each, or 18.4% Baptist and
•
Presbyterian; the rest, Methodist, Lutheran, and Adventist.157 The
158
majority, twenty-:eight or 57.1% could read and write. They also
tended to be young with forty or 81.6% under the age of thirty,
thirteen or 26.5% under twenty. 159 Almost all were single or widowed,
160
forty or 81.6%.
Their crimes consisted of larceny and compound larceny, the
most prevalent at 18 or 36.7%. The rest were almost equally common,
consisting of receiving stolen goods, breaking, stealing and entering, burg lary,and counterfeiting, followed by single instances
of murder, wounding with intent, arson, false pretences, maliciously
wounding, forging and false pretences, stabbing, assault, and sheep
161_
stealing. Yet, only four or 8.1% served sentences longer than
seven years, only eleven or 22.4% more than three years, but thirtyone or 63.3% longer than two years. 162
Clearly, there were some regional differences in'the nature
both of the criminals and the institutions which held them between
New Brunswick and Nova Scotia insofar as ethnic background and dura-
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tion of sentence, among other variables, are concerned.

At this

stage of research one can only speculate as to the meaning -of
these differences.

One possibility is the inappropriateness of

an all-encompassing penitentiary system in a pre-industrial
163
society where crime was not really a serious problém. This is
nowhere better evidenced than at the St. John's jail, Newfoundland,
in 1865, merely a decade after the Pentonville system had been
proposed there but never realized.
In 1865, 126 persons were imprisoned at the jail during the
year, fifteen of which had committed more than one offence.
In all, this group was guilty of 162 offences.

One hundred and

eight of these, or 66.7% had been committed by Newfoundlanders,
twenty-three of 14.2% by the Irish, and seventeen, or 10.5% by
the English 6 lwith the exception of two serious offenders who received seven years banishment, the remainder were imprisoned for
periods not exceeding fifteen months.165Short-term commitals
were thus the rule.

The offences included infantacide, shooting

and wounding, stabbing, aggravated assault, assault and battery,
attempted arson, forgery, burglary, larceny, receiving stolen
goods, breach of agreement, desertion, debt, drunk and disorderly
66
conduct, keeping a house of ill-fame, bastardy, and debt.'
Why did criminals commit such crimes which resulted in jail
or penitentiary? During the 1870's the most commonly cited
reasons in government reports were economic ones.

A decline

in the number of crimes warranting penitentiary confinement was
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noted by 1870.

The numbers of prisoners behind bars had declined

"considerably" over the previous two years at most Canadian penitentiaries •ike

Saint John and Halifax.167This trend continued

for several years. It was noted, for example, that although New
Brunswick had nearly 300,000 inhabitants, there were only thirty
convicts at the penitentiary.

The Directors of Penitentiaries

concluded:
For the causes of this we need look no farther than
to the moral tendencies of the people, and the facilities for finding remunerative employment, which prevail. Where these exist, crime is likely to be at a
discount, and such is the happy case here. (168)
This finding was echoed again in 1872 when "the increasing
prosperity of the country" and "a more healthy moral tone" coupled
with the opening of reformatories for juveniles were given as
precipitant factors.1691'his decrease in crime, , which apparently
included serious offences, continued into 1874.

The Directors

spoke favourably on Canada when comparing it to other countries
where "startling and atrocious crimes" were réported. In Canada
these were absent by-and-large, they noted, commenting:
The material progress and the combined salutary
influences of education and religion so universally
disseminated and practiced, have, beyond question,
tended to repress the growth of crime, to encourage
weak or evil-minded men to good and industrious habits, and, to respect for, and obedience to the laws. (170)
However, beginning in 1874, Canada began to feel the impact
of world-wide recession.
grew accordingly.

The number of penitentiary prisoners

The "financial depression" which had "ma-

terially affected wages and the prospects of the working classes",

1
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according to the Directors of Penitentiaries, was leading to more
171
crime. Thus, as the number of convictions grew, the inadequate
state of the Saint John and Halifax penitentiaries cried out for
new reforms, giving impetus to the creation of Dorchester, the
anticipated, model, regional institution.

V.

Why Dorchester was built.

The First Annual Report of the Directors of Penitentiaries in
1868 specified what problems existed in the Maritime jail system. 172
These comments would be repeated and added upon in subsequent
years. Both the Saint John and Halifax penitentiaries harboured
criminal and petty offenders together by the 1870's; such a practice of congregate confinement was anathema to penitentiary discipline as outlined by theorists. Moreover,these was the expense
of running

separate institutions, especially since the federal

government paid for the cost of keeping common jail prisoners in
New Brunswick in addition to maintaining penitentiary convicts.
Thus, the Directors recommended a single, properly run institution
173
which would serve all the Atlantic provinces.
Such a development, it was felt, would also lead to a rationalization of punishment not possible within the existing institutions.
174
Discipline,for example, had been found to be lax in Halifax. In
addition, congregate confinement made it difficult to carry out the
175
"silent system" which was implicit in the Auburn plan. All jails,
moreover, were suffering from overcrowding.

And, as has already
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been noted ., the physical state of the Saint John Penitentiary was
clearly inadequate in terms of health and security.

As well, its

manufacturing operations did not apearently merit the capital
expense and operating costs involved given the nature of the
prisoners and the local market conditions.
By 1874, the federal government had already decided to build
a single penitentiary for New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, and Prince
176
Edward Island.
The latter had two years previously finally, but
reluctantly decided to join Confederation.

This move was thus

in the works despite the fact that in 1875 the new Inspector of
Penitentiaries, J. G. Moylan, who under new legislation replaced
the older Director of Penitentiaries, found the "internal economy
and management" of the Atlantic penitentiaries to be excellent. 177
Yet, Moylan's own appointment signified yet another further stage
in bringing the Canadian prison system under "a uniform plan of
•
management. .178
The problems of the Saint John Penitentiary compounded with
the

increase in crime in the mid-1870's was probably the major

catalyst towards the construction of Dorchester. Because this
new penitentiary had already been envisioned hypothetically earlier

on, no structural reforms were carried out, for example, at the
Saint John Penitentiary.

Conditions at this institution thereby

continued to deteriorate as a result.
Penitentiaries found:

In 1877, the Inspector of
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about 70 or more prisoners than the penitentiary can
provide cells for. This large number of human beings,
many of them full of sores and loathsome diseases, are
huddled together at night into an open space on the
top of the cell block, where make-shift bunks, packed
side by side, are supplied. The lives of the convicts,
who are under the special care and keeping of the Government, are endangered by this overcrowding. The
morality, too, of these who are brought into close companionship and association, under cover of night is
not likely to be improved. Among the short term prisoners were youths whose ages range from 13 to 16. It
is lamentable to see boys of tender years in constant contact with criminal adults.(179)
In mid-July 1880, convicts from Saint John, Halifax, and
nine convicts confiner3 in the Charlottetown and Summerside
jails in Prince Edward Island, were taken out of the custody
of local authorities and moved to Dorchester 800ne would expect
that all involved would have welcomed this move. Certainly,
the Inspector of Penitentiaries did as is evidenced in the above
quotation.

But, the New Brunswick government was not pleased

because of the financial repercussions involved. It decided
to fight the closing of the Saint John Penitentiary on constitutional grounds.
.

Late in 1878, the Minister of Justice for the federal govern-

ment, James Macdonald, informed New Brunswick that Ottawa had
ultimate jurisdiction over all penitentiaries under Section 91 of
the B.N.A. Act.

Under the provision of "peace, order, and good

government" the federal government through Parliament had "the
right to declare what the minimum sentence of persons confined
in a Penitentiary established, maintained and managed by Canada
181
must be." There were two underlying issues here: one, there was
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a difference between a penitentiary and a prison, the former being
a federal responsibility and the latter, provincial; and, two,
the distinction between a penitentiary and a jail was the duration of sentence and the nature of the place of confinement.
The argument went that because sentencing for crime was determined
under the federal Criminal Codde, one could establish a clear
difference between a penitentiary and a prison, the determining
182New Brunswick,
power over which was federal.ànd.not provincial.
however, argued these powers were vested in the provincial legislature.183This debate, which at first glance appears somewhat obtuse,
had some very practical consequences«for the parties involved.
Following Confederation Ottawa had assumed responsibility
for running the Saint John Penitentiary, which entailed paying
the costs of short-term and long-:term prisoners. Both types of
inmates were held at this institution.

With the opening of Dor-

chester, long-term prisoners were removed there, leaving the others
behind. Moreover, under newly-passed legislation,

Ottawa dis-

continued calling the Saint John Penitentiary, a penitentiary.
It reverted to being a jail.184 In so doing, Ottawa also announced
that it was no longer financially responsible for the Saint John
Jail and its short-term prisoners. 185
This Privy Council decision met with instant opposition from
New Brunswick which complained that this action represented "a
serious pecuniary loss" and was "a most vexatious and unforeseen
burden and tax upon the people of this province." 18Én particular,
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the County and City of Saint John claimed "to have distinctive
and definite interests and rights vested in the Saint John Penitentiary." 187
When the federal government abrogated its former responsibility
in this regard, G. E. King, Counsel for the Province of New Brunswick, formally complained to Ottawa that it was a constitutional
duty for the federal government "to care for all prisoners punished
under the Criminal Law of Canada, whether sentenced for two years
or under;" this included paying maintenance for short-term pri188
soners. This political conflict was then taken to the Supreme
Court of Canada for a ruling in a case called, "Respecting the
power of the Rarliament of Canada to legislate certain respects
with reference to the Prisoners to be confined in the New Bruns189
wick.Penitentiary." The court eventually decided that the federal
government did have exclusive power over criminal laws which
entitled it to determine sentencing and what constituted a
penitentiary.

This power also removed it from any obligation

towards maintaining jails, including those which had formerly
been penitentiaries once Parliament passed legislation putting
such changes into effect. 190
This judicial decision was forwarded to the New Brunswick
191
On July ly P enitentiary prisoners
government on 21 June 1880.
192..
left for their new quarters, Dorchester Penitentiary. with the
end of federal funding, conditions at the Saint John jail deteriorated precipitously.

The municipality upon whom the financial

burdens now fell lacked the immediate funds to operate the insti-
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tution adequately.

Terrible overcrowding and abysmal living

conditions led C. N. Skinner, Chairman of Common Council of
City of Saint John, to write to the provincial Attorney General,
threating to let prisoners loose unless something was done to
193
alleviate the problem. He also wrote to the Lieutenant-Governor,
Robert Duncan Wilmot, claiming that "a crisis in the administration of Criminal Law" existed in the problem because there was
no room to put criminalé.in the jail 94 Clearly, the . opening of
Dorchester was not unanimously welcomed in the Atlantic provinces
and in this instance gave rise to a certain amount of political
hostility.

The other provinces in the region had had no similar

arrangement and were therefore probably more supportive of the
federal move.
In contrast to New Brunswick officials, the In.
spector of Penitentiaries was virtually joyous, writing:
I cannot forbear expressing my sincere satisfaction that
the opening of the Dorchester Penitentiary has closed the
door of this as one of the pental establishments of the
Dominion. From my very first visit, to the present time,
I have always considered and reported, the concern unfit
for the purpose to which it was devoted. It might have
answered well enough for a common gaol---and a very common one at that---but it was utterly unsuited for a Penitentiary. There was not a solitary object or feature in
the place, physically speaking, calculated to cheer, to
elevate, or to produce a softening influence upon the
hapless détenu during his dreary term of confinement.
All was grim and dismal. Hence I rejoice that the New
Brunswick convicts have been removed from the evil associations to which their constant intercourse with the
short term prisoners exposed them, and that their material
condition is so much improved by the change. (195)
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VI. the Dorchester Penitentiary: Its Beginnings
The decision to go ahead with the Dorchester Penitentiary was
made by the Canadian government in 1875 when its site was selected. 196
The government bought the property from George Chandler, the son
of a former Lieutenant-Governor, in part because a stone quarry
vas supposedly on the land, a quarry which the contracter hired
to build the institution had great trouble in locating.

Six

hundred acres of land of which a quarter was cleared, being the
only portion usable for cultivation at that time, constituted
the prison property.

The site also boasted a sizeable wood and

excellent water supply. Initially, a picket fence, twelve feet
high, surrounded the immediate twelve acres upon which the institution stood, later replaced by a permanent stone boundary wall
built by convict labour. A central building contained the administrative offices, the chapel, apartments for senior staff
members, rooms for the chaplain and surgeon, a hospital ward,
and temporary cells and a workroom for female convicts.

Juxta-

posed between this and the initial prison wing was a rotunda
surrounded by three-storey galleries from which the wings housing
the convicts radiated in a fashion similar to the Kingston Penitentiary. There were 120 cells, 4 1 6” by 9' each, in this first
wing.

The wing's basement housed the kitchen, pantry, scullery,

prisoner's bathroom, store-rooms, the engine room and coal cellars.
Incidentally, all fur197
niture and many of the tools were also made by convict labour.

The entire complex was heated by steam.
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The penitentiary discipline with which Dorchester began was
the same as that throughout the Dominion.

Contrary to one study

which sees deterrence as uppermost in the minds of penitentiary
officials in the years following Confederation, in fact the
goal of the penitentiary had not changed substantially, namely:
the cardinal object to be effected in our penal institutions is the reformation of the criminal. This is
above and beyond every consideration.(198)
Elements of the Crofton system, or Irish system which was
practiced at Mountjoy Prison, Dublin, and Spike Island, Cork,
had received great commendation from many quarters of the world,
Canada being no exception.

Indeed, the idea of rewarding prisoners

by good marks had been suggested at the Halifax Penitentiary as
early as the 1850's, probably inf.luenced by the Irish reforms. By the early 1860's these ideas were well-known here.
Sir Walter Crofton who devised it held that the fundamental
principle of penitentiary reformation was:
you must gain the co-operation of the criminals, to
obtain which they must realize that their punishment is not merely retributive, but tet it has a
benevolent aim and that this aim is to improve them.(199)
In this respect, gaining the cooperation of the convict, the
approach, though not the aims, were parallel to those originally
adopted under the Auburn system.

But, the Crofton system was also

different in that three stages were involved.
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From the point of view of some Canadian officials, the Crofton
system was more rigorous and hard on convicts. In its initial

stage it put even more pressure on them to conform to the minute
detail of penitentiary discipline encompassing silence, work, and

instruction. On the other hand, the more a prisoner exhibited
model behaviour, the more rewards he would be entitled to under
this new system. Incentives, then, were crucial in getting convicts to cooperate in bringing about their own reformation.

The three stages of the Crofton system were as follows.

One,

"the stage of penal and stringent discipline" during which time
the convict learns that 'the way of the transgressor is hard.'
At this stage, convicts, including all newcomers to the prison,
were totally ‘ isolated from other convicts, fed a "low .and coarse
diet", and given hard and boring work to do. The convict was
also instructed in moral and religious teachings upon which he
was tested weekly. Two, once convicts had spent time at the
first stage and had lived up to expectations, they then advanced
to "the reformatory stage." Marks were given for general conduct,
industry, and school duties, especially "attention to lessons and

the desire shown to improve." Allotted marks each month, the
convict proceeded through three levels now, the final being "the
advanced or exemplary class."

There was a minimum amount of time

spent by prisoners in each category which varied according to the
length of their sentences.

Punishment consisted of loss of pri-

vileges, relegation to a lower level, deprivation of meals, close

confinement on bread and water, and even the lash.

And, three,

.
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good conduct eventually led to the last stage of confinement in
intermediate prisons, or prison farms, where convicts worked
together under little supervision and without walls, bolts,
200
gratings, or obvious confinement. A prototypical intermediate
prison was one in Lask, Ireland, where there was no penitentiary discipline per se, and where "no punishments are administered
there any more than on a farm or in a manufacturing establishment where free laborers are employed. " 201
All Canadian penitentiaries practiced the "good mark system"
70 ,
which allowed convicts to earn privileges. But, new convicts
were not isolated in solitary confinement fo t six months or so
as recommended iinder the Crofton system, mostly because the cells
in Canadian institutions were not suited for solitary labour, and
the federal government was unwilling or thought it unnecessary
203
to fund any expensive expansion of existing institutions. Dorchester was no exception.

Moreover, prisons farms

worked

well in Ireland, it was argued, would not necessarily do so in
Canada because escapes were much easier to effect in this country.
The Inspector of Penitentiaries in 1876 raised the question of
ethnic differences in this regard. In his view, the harsher
Crofton system was better suited to the more desperatL Irishman.
The socio-economic causes which goaded the Irish into crime were
generally absent in Canada.

Defending the Canadian penal system

as it now operated, Moylan queried rhetorically:

204
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When a man feels compelled to acknowledge to himself that
he is an inmate of a Penitentiary through his own fault; when
he cannot excuse himself to his own accusing conscience
by even the erroneous pretext that he had been forced into
the commission of crime by poverty, starvation or oppression of crime by poverty, starvation or oppression of
any kind, then, indeed, he suffers all the horrors of
penal life; then, with judicious and mild treatment,
may it not be hoped, that his heart will be softened
and reformation ensue?(205)
Thus, aspects of the Crofton model, especially the second
stage, but not the model as a whole became part of the regimen
of the Dorchester Penitentiary in the beginning.
Public attitudes appear to have been at some variance at this
stage of Canadian penal development. From what we have seen,
existing penitentiary discipline was, and had been quite severe,
including at the Saint John and Halifax penitentiaries since
their inception.

Yet, the reports of the Inspector of Peniten-

tiaries in the 1870s show

that some members of the public, in-

cluding proponents of the Crofton system, s aw
well fed, clothed, and treated.

convicts

as too

But, as the Inspe2ctor of Peni-

tentiaries explained to his critics:
The discipline is firm yet mild and eminently humane. Kind
treatment of prisoners is now generally recommended by the
vast majority of those who take an interest in prison discipline and in the reformation of criminals. The maxims
of the civilization of our age and country are the maxims
of humanity. Their tendency is to repress cruelty and
needless severity even to felons; to pave the way to their
improvement; to develop their better qualities and hold
their worse in abeyance; and to guard their morals and
higher interests. (206)
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By protecting and shaping the nees and interests of the convict, the prevailing view of penologists was that society would
inevitably benefit. To this end, the warden played a vital role.
The following lengthy quotes further tell us not only what views
were held by the Inspector of Penitentiaries in this period, but
reveals I think that humanitarian element which had once spurred
on the original creation of the penitentiary and which since had
become somewhat submerged, namely, an enlightened spirit of reform.
"A Warden," Moylan wrote:
can effectually maintain his authority and influence
without being a mere martinet,---a man of iron will
and rule, and nothing more. Such an officer may succeed in enforcing the most rigid discipline; he may
drill them to so great an extent as to convert them
into mere automata, or animated pieces of mechanism,
but he will also succeed in nurturing all the-bad
passions within their breasts. He may subdue the
outer, but he will certainly fail to soften or reform the inner man. A Warden's qualification should
combine a fair education, good judgment, sound common sense, experience of life, and especially of men
of the criminal class, even temper, a high sense of
justice and self-respect, firmness of character
coupled with a human disposition and probity in a
very high degree. (207)
Similarly, Moylan made the following comments a year after
Dorchester's opening.

He said:

The Wardens, so far as I have learned from all sources
of information at my command are prudent and cautious
in awarding penalties. They never act in haste or in
hot blood, knowing well that vindictive punishments,
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whether public or personal, tend to sear rather than
to invigorate, to harden rather than to mollify, to
corrupt rather than to mend. Experience shows that,
there is no greater mistake in the whole compass of
prison discipline than the studied imposition of
personal degradation as part and parcel of the punishment. The tendency of such degradation is to destroy
every better impulse, to extinguish every worthy
aspiration. No doubt the convict ought to feel the
disgrace of his crime and sentence. This is a fit
part of his punishment ordained by the Creator himself. Beyond this there should be no degradation of
his manhood. No wanton outrage should be offered to
his self-respect. But, contrariwise, on entering
his prison house he should be made to feel, or at
least given to understand, that he has a character
to redeem, a future of virtuous, useful honorable
industry to create; and every means calculated to
foster this sentiment should be used, every agency
exhausted which is calculated to obstruct its growth. (208)

Conclusions
The penitentiary was operative as an institution in the Atlantic
region nearly four decades before the opening of Dorchester, beginning with the Saint John Penitentiary (1842) and the Halifax
Penitentiary (1844). Both institutions were outgrowths of institutional predecessors to the nineteenth century penitentiary,
namely, the House of Correction and the Bridewell. Changes in the
colonial jail system were certainly discussed in all the Atlantic
colonies in the decades of the 1830s and 1640s; but, the capital
costs of construction apparently resulted in the conversion of
jails to penitentiary only in the two largest and richest colonies,
New Brunswick and Nova Scotia, serv.ing military and civil authorities
alike.

Saint John and Halifax were also major seaports of the

carrying trade in the area.

The adoption of the penitentiary model

here proceeded independently in each colony and responding to penal
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developments in other Canadian colonies, the United States, and
Great Britain, grappling to solve the pressing and gnawing problem
of crime and social disorder.
On the one hand, crime was not rampant in any of the Atlantic
colonies.

Indeed, those officials in charge of prisons praised

their respective colonies on the overall moral nature of their
fellow citizens and the relative absence of serious crimes as
compared to American and British experience.

On the other hand,

there did occur a perceived increase in crime loosely associated
with Irish immigration in the 1830s and 1840s.

During the peak

year of famine immigration, for example, the Lieutenant-Governor
of New Brunswick expressed furtive alarm at the increase of crime
209 Yet,
of "an aggravated and alarming description" in 1847.
a prolonged crime epidemic apparently never manifested itself
despite such fears. Socio-economic factors, then, coincided and
in all likelihood contributed to the adoption of the penitentiary
as a preventive measure.

Later, similar socio-economic factors

in the form of depression and unemployment in the 1870s led subsequently to the next major structural change in Atlantic penal practices with Dorchester (1881).
The penitentiary discipline employed at Saint John and Halifax
differed only in detail• not principles. Both borrowed heavily
from the Auburn model and its schema of silence, labour, and instruction. The Colonial Office occasionally suggested further
reforms on the prompting of findings by various Committees of the
House of Lords.

Usually, such reforms had already been anticipated

in practice by colonial officials, and at least considered, sugges-
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ting that these colonies were not merely receptacles of new ideas
in penology but, albeit, marginal innovators and fellow Participants.

This is indicated, for example, by the implementation of

the "good mark" system of rewards and punishments at the Halifax
Penitentiary as early as the 1850s, long before the Colonial
Office sent despatches explaining the Crofton system. Moreover,
both the Saint John and Halifax Penitentiaries modified their
Auburn systems on the lines of the Crofton model in the 1860s and
'70s.

Noteworthy, too, is how penitentiary discipline was strin-

gently observed observed for the most part between 1842-1881 apart
from some occasional serious lapses.
The rhetoric of the prison overseers in the Atlantic colonies
confirms the use of the penitentiary as an instrument of social
control.

Regarding crime as a moral defect nurtured and brought

to fruition by harmful environmental influences (i.e., povertY and
disease), they emphasized the utility of moral architecture and
penitentiary regimen, hoping it would promote reformation in the
inmates. Proper classification of criminals, moral instruction , by
the prison chaplain, and supervised work went hand-in-hand with incarceration, inducing reflection, remorse,

and conformity. In such

a setting, the convicts also learned moral and practical skills
which made succesSful readjustment on the outside more likely,
thereby serving the best interests both of the convict and the community. Afterall, most crimes for which people were incarcerated
were not against other persons, but against morality

and property.

In addition to these features of social control, the Atlantic
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penitentiaries reflected humanitarian concerns. Not only were
criminals imprisoned and reformed (hopefully) for their own good,
but the institution in which they were held was clean, orderly,
predictable, and safer than the local jails.

At the penitentiary,

.

convicts were assured food, shelter, medical aid, and religious
attention.

Their treatment by the prison staff was at least hypo-

thetically proscribed by the institution's rules and regulations.
In addition, while prison life was hard and highly regimented,
officials considered their charges as wayward but nevertheless
fellow human beings.
The only evidence of scientific curiosity or reasoning underlying the introduction of the penitentiary system in the Atlantic
colonies is.the calculus.of punishment adopted; in other words,
the careful and minute attention to detail in the moral regimen
affecting the convict's behaviour (i.e., the lockstep).

In this

vein, the "good mark" system can be viewed as an experiment in
behaviour modification.
A significant and undeniable factor behind the construction
and continuance of the Atlantic penitentiaries was economy.

The

expenses of a penitentiary could be more easily controlled and
accounted for than the many local jails and lock-up houses. Its
size and standard regimen made it less expensive to run theoretically.
Accounting of receipts and expenditures was elaborate and detailed.
And, convict labour contributed to lowering costs. Moreover, by
teaching convicts industrial skills and discipline, such as at

•
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the Saint John Penitentiary, officials hoped reformed inmates might
become useful, industrious, and go where such skills were needed.
The Atlantic penitentiaries were unable to escape the influence
of politics in their development from choosing the site of Dor-

•

chester to contracting convict labour to the benefit of local
business. In New Brunswick the question of who was to pay for
the support of prisoners at the Saint John Penitentiary led eventually to a constitutional squabble and a Supreme Court decision
favouring the federal government, another example of the politics
of penitentiary operations. Also,

in the 1870s the Ministry of

Justice embarked on a penal reform program encompassing the Atlantic
provinces. The declining state of existing penal institutions
strongly indicated that large capital expenditures would be a . must
in the near future to carry out any penal reforms.

The federal

government therefore decided to rationalize and standardize the
penitentiary system in . the region by building a new, model institution. Thus, Dorchester Penitentiary was born.

It continues

to serve the Maritimes and Newfoundland to the present day.

1
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